An ideal haven
for the discerning business traveler

The Hotel
Welcome to Jouhayna Hotel, Iraq’s first luxury
boutique hotel dedicated to business travelers.
Jouhayna Erbil defines the ultimate in efficient and
tailor-made services in superb surroundings.
By staying at a boutique hotel, you experience an
individuality of style, design, and service. And because
each boutique hotel is unique, you never get the
feeling of repetition, which can occur in the larger
hotels across Iraq.
Jouhayna offers a unique experience for those guests
who prefer individuality and want to express such
through the places in which they choose to stay. The
hotel’s modern and stylish interior blends perfectly
with Erbil’s renowned hospitality.
In the heart of the capital of Kurdistan, city of Erbil.
On the 100 M street, near Erbil International Airport and
the closest hotel to it.
Prime touristic location.
Convenient for business and leisure activities.
On the crossroads to many major cities and districts:
Duhok, Sulaimania, Kirkuk, and Mosul.

Accomodation
Jouhayna consists of 6 floors, 50 suites and
5 rooms, which are fully equipped and follow
international standards.
For maximum space and comfort, choose from fifty
spacious and luxurious suites and five rooms, where en
suite bathroom facilities, flat-screen LCD TVs, and free
high-speed internet access await. Naturally, there is a
fully stocked mini bar, a personal in-room safe, as well
as complimentary tea and coffee making utensils.

FACILITIES:
• 24 hours service laundry
• 24 hours hotel security
• Full emergency system
• 24 hours free internet access
• Free access to Golden Oasis Gym
• 24 hours room service

OUR SUITES AND ROOMS INCLUDE:

Jouhayna Suite
Make this spacious two bedroom
suite your home away from home.
The stylish suite has a separate living
room and a large bathroom, in addition
to a Jacuzzi. Work in comfort at the
desk or check your emails while
chilling in your salon. Enjoy a meal
at the dining table or pamper
yourself in the luxurious bathroom.

Business Suite
Get to work immediately in our
one bedroom, one living room and
bedroom, business suite, where
high-speed internet access and working
desk ensure that you can do business as
soon as you are onsite.

City Suite
Enjoy your stay in this spacious two
bedroom suite with living room and
decorated in soothing tones.
Relax with magazine, surf the net,
or get to work at the desk.

Executive Suite
This suite includes one bedroom,
a living room in addition to
a kitchenette, along with the usual
facilities one would expect in an
executive suite.

Family Suite
Our family suite includes two bedrooms,
a living room, a bathroom and is
complete with a kitchenette, so you can
still cook the same favorite family meals
you are used to from home.

Standard Deluxe
Our standard rooms are fully equipped
and have an office table in order for you
to carry on working when you are away
from those all important meetings.

What else
SIDON, LEBANESE RESTAURANT
Impress business associates and colleagues with this
unforgettable, attractive dining experience. Sidon
offers you the best cuisine selections that only use the
freshest and most nutritionally balanced ingredients
in order to satisfy your taste. Sidon creates a convivial
ambience conducive to communicative business
gatherings. With unlimited Lebanese cuisine there’s
simply more reason for an extended lunch or dinner
and certainly plenty to come back for.

MEETING & CONFERENCE ROOM
Jouhayna comprises two conference and meeting
rooms, holding 160 persons and 35 persons
respectively. The rooms have the added benefits
of soundproofing, and state-of-the-art technical
equipment, making it suitable for hosting discreet
boardroom meetings and conferences. Professional
‘office’ staff will always be on hand to support you
and attendees throughout. Of course, it is not just for
conferences, whether you are booking a gala dinner,
or a private party, our special banqueting menu and
services aim to please.

SPA & HEALTH CLUB
Golden Oasis International with its extensive leisure,
sports and health facilities helps keep you in top
shape during your stay at Jouhayna. Work out in the
gym complete with cardiovascular equipments and
weights, refresh in the Jacuzzi area, sauna or Turkish
bath. Rejuvenate with a range of spa treatments at
the hotel’s fabulous Spa and take advantage of our
fully trained staff in an oasis of tranquility, where total
escapism awaits.

Contact Us
100 Street, Int’l Airport Road, Erbil, Kurdistan, Iraq
tel: +964 750 7120777 - email: sales@jouhaynahotel.com
www.jouhaynahotel.com
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